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The Need for a Bridge

There is an area of our yard that when we get a heavy rain the area fills with 
water.  My family and I thought that a bridge would be nice so that way we don’t 
have to walk through floating wood chips.  We also thought a bridge would make a 
nice decoration for the yard.

Before the bridge



Research Goal/problems

-Research goal

Can I make a bridge that can hold at least five hundred pounds and spans at least six feet in length?

-Small list of obstacles I may face:

●The wood might warp
●Termites and insect larvae might eat the wood
●The bridge might rust
●Ground being too soft which causes bridge to shift
●Cement not hardening fast enough
●Wood might split through



Investigative Method: Research Bridges

Arch bridges
Arch bridges are bridges that have an arch in their structure and are traditionally 
made of stone, brick, and or mortar.  Newer arch bridges are made of steel and 
sometimes the bridge can include wood to support structures coming off the side 
of the bridge.  Sometimes arch bridges are made of wooden joists like my bridge 
is.   These bridges made of wooden joists are not true arch bridges.

Tied-arch bridges
Tied-arch bridges are arch bridges only the arch is suspending the deck from 
above by using cables.



Rialto Bridge in Venice, Italy
Opened in:  1591

Span: 83 feet or 25 meters

Architectural Features:

Materials: Stone and mortar

Purpose: People to walk on

*(Resource 1-including photo)

Constructed in: First century A.D.

Span:  Approximately 896 ft. or 273 meters

Architectural Features: Has twelve less arches than it had originally

Materials: Stone and mortar

Purpose: Aqueduct/bridge/sightseeing  *(Resource 2-including photo)

Pont du Gard near Vers-Pont-du-Gard, Southern France



Krämerbrücke in Erfurt, Germany

Reconstructed in:  1472

Span: Approximately 259 ft. or 79 m.

Architectural Features:

Materials: Wood, stone, and mortar

Purpose: To hold buildings above a river *(Resource 3-including photo)

Bridge of Arta in Arta, Greece
Constructed in:  1612  

Span: 130 ft. or approximately 40 meters

Architectural Features:

Materials:  Stone and mortar 

Purpose:  People to walk on *(Resource 4-including photo)



Fort Pitt Bridge in Pittsburgh,Pennsylvania
Constructed in: 1959

Span: 1,217 ft. or approximately 371 meters

Architectural Features:

Materials: Steel

Purpose: Driving on

*(Resource 5-including photo)

Fremont Bridge in Fremont, 

Opened in: 1973

Span: 2,159 ft.

Architectural Features: 3 strong steel tied-arch, orthotropic upper deck

Materials: steel

Purpose: Driving

*(Resource 6-including photo)



Daniel W. Hoan Memorial bridge in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin

Constructed in: 1974
Size: 1,140
Architectural Features: It lights up and had one of it’s supports fail.  
It is a tied arch bridge.
Materials: Steel and concrete
Purpose: Driving
*(Resource 7-including photo)

Yard Bridge Designs Research

After looking at the impressive bridges that have withstood the test of time.  I asked myself, “How can I 
take what I’ve learned from those and apply some of the traits to my own bridge.”  I also asked myself, 
“What have other people done for yard bridge designs?”  

Here are some things I watched to help me design my bridge.  Links are found on the resource page.  



Resource #8
“How to build a garden bridge?🛠 Woodworking Plans DIY Videos!”
In this video I saw the man built his own wooden bridge. I liked his design, however the fact that it is 
mostly made of wood concerned me because wood can rot and can be eaten by bugs.  It will require 
upkeep to protect it from the elements. 

Resource #9
In this Pixabay photo, a user called Sarangib took a photo of a garden 
foot bridge, I liked that the garden bridge is not sitting on the dirt.  The 
solid surface below the bridge discourages erosion.  Our bridge will 
have flowing water in it during monsoons, so erosion could be an issue.  

I cannot tell if it is anchored.  I would prefer to not have a step required 
to get onto the bridge.  The step will not create as much compression 
that will reinforce the bridge.  

Resource #10 “Dreamy and Delightful Garden Bridge Ideas” 
In this Youtube video of garden bridge ideas I saw some ideas that I might want to insert into my bridge 
design.  I saw a lot of bridges that were on a concrete block foundation.  Some of them were most likely 
anchored into their foundations because they had some sort of block or stone foundation build into the 
design.  There is a good example of this at the 51 second mark in the video.  There is another one at the 
1:36 mark.  



Results and Data Visualization:  (References in Resource #11) 

After my research process I have decided to make the following type of bridge for our yard:

● I would like to build a pedestrian only arch bridge that can hold a minimum of five hundred pounds 
of people and spans six feet.  

● The deck boards we want to use for the bridge are the Veranda ARMORGUARD Brazilian Walnut.  
● The hardware that holds them down are hidden in grooves so that people will not hurt themselves 

on them.  They are called Fiberon ARMORGUARD EDGE hidden deck clips.  I also had to use 
Turboclip 89123 starter clips for angled or end pieces.

● We chose the width of 45 inches because it is wide enough for a wheelchair, or a dolley.   My 
mom had left over deck boards from the deck so it allows us to make little to no cuts on them and 
it saves time and money.

● The arch is going to be ten inches tall made of four 6’x10”x4” fir boards and 45”x5”x¾” Fiberon 
decking boards. The fir will be stained and sealed with sequoia red transparent Olympic 
waterguard.

● I am going to put the bridge on a foundation made of 6”x8“x16” cinder blocks filled with concrete 
with metal ties in the concrete. There will also be red cap blocks that are 2”x8”x16” connected with 
mortar. (sizes are by label; actual measurements vary.)



The Design Process:  The steps I took

My first step was to research bridges, and then draw the blueprints for the 
bridge.  



My second step was to examine the area I was building on.

● Waterway is 4 ft. wide
● Ground is uneven with low areas
● Shore up loose ground with brick or stone for bridge to sit on

My third step was to put the anchor blocks in the trench and 
make sure they are level.

My fourth step was to ensure that the span was the right distance 
and that the blocks for the foundation were square with each other. 
(Getting the bridge squared up was the most difficult part.)

My fifth step was to fill the foundation bricks with concrete and put 
metal ties in them.  I also put pavers adjacent to the foundation 
blocks and connect them with mortar.



My sixth step was to measure, trace, have an adult 
cut, sand, stain/seal the boards, and screw them 
with self tapping one inch wood screws into the 
metal ties in the anchor blocks.

My seventh step was to start putting the decking 
boards on the joists to make the bridge more 
durable.

My eighth step was to finish putting the decking 
boards on the joists and do a strength test.  

I did meet my goal because my bridge can hold an entire family of four which is over five 
hundred pounds.  The bridge also spans 6 feet and is very nice looking.  However, the 
bridge is very steep and it could be a hazard for people using it because it can cause 
them to slip or not get on the bridge very easily. There were some adjustments I had to 
make because the materials had different measurements. In the future I should figure out 
how to fix the angle of my bridge to make it safer.  Overall I am proud of my bridge and the 
challenge that came with building it! 

Discussion, Interpretation, Implications, and Ideas for the Future



Resources Part 1
Resource 1: https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/stunning-arch-bridges-from-around-the-world.html

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Rialto-Bridge

Resource 2: https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/stunning-arch-bridges-from-around-the-world.html

https://www.avignon-et-provence.com/en/monuments/pont-gard-aqueduct

Resource 3: https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/stunning-arch-bridges-from-around-the-world.html

https://www.spottinghistory.com/view/5907/merchants-bridge/

Resource 4: https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/stunning-arch-bridges-from-around-the-world.html

Resource 5: https://www.brooklineconnection.com/history/Facts/images/FortPittBridge06.JPG

https://historicpittsburgh.org/islandora/object/pitt%3AMSP285.B008.F18.I02

Resource 6: https://www.lightthebridges.org/bridges/fremont/

https://historicbridges.org/bridges/browser/?bridgebrowser=oregon/fremontbridge/

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/stunning-arch-bridges-from-around-the-world.html
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Rialto-Bridge
https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/stunning-arch-bridges-from-around-the-world.html
https://www.avignon-et-provence.com/en/monuments/pont-gard-aqueduct
https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/stunning-arch-bridges-from-around-the-world.html
https://www.spottinghistory.com/view/5907/merchants-bridge/
https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/stunning-arch-bridges-from-around-the-world.html
https://www.brooklineconnection.com/history/Facts/images/FortPittBridge06.JPG
https://historicpittsburgh.org/islandora/object/pitt%3AMSP285.B008.F18.I02
https://www.lightthebridges.org/bridges/fremont/
https://historicbridges.org/bridges/browser/?bridgebrowser=oregon/fremontbridge/


Resources Part 2

Resource 7: https://bridgehunter.com/wi/milwaukee/B400400001B0000/ 

https://www.cbs58.com/news/hoan-bridge-lights-up-in-honor-of-national-first-responders-day

Resource 8: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YUMBZH93z30   

Resource 9: https://pixabay.com/photos/bridge-wooden-bridge-garden-bridge-2758965/  

Resource 10: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbpa-V8JvB0 

Resource 11: https://www.fiberondecking.com/products/decking/armorguard-decking 

https://fiberon.widen.net/s/zztswvqwqk/fiberon-decking-installation-instructions_2021_web 

All images of the project were taken by me and my mom.

https://bridgehunter.com/wi/milwaukee/B400400001B0000/
https://www.cbs58.com/news/hoan-bridge-lights-up-in-honor-of-national-first-responders-day
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YUMBZH93z30
https://pixabay.com/photos/bridge-wooden-bridge-garden-bridge-2758965/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbpa-V8JvB0
https://www.fiberondecking.com/products/decking/armorguard-decking
https://fiberon.widen.net/s/zztswvqwqk/fiberon-decking-installation-instructions_2021_web

